Over the past few years, there has been significant interest in content-aware routing that use the information found in the payload of packets to provide intelligent request distribution. As these content-aware routing mechanisms have become an increasingly important building block for Internet service providers, the network behavior and effectiveness of such mechanisms are unclear. In this paper we analyze the network dynamic of a busy Web site with the content-aware routing mechanism. We find that some unique characteristics of Web traffic may limit the effectiveness of the content-aware switching. Based on these observations, we also propose solutions to remedy these deficiencies.
Introduction
Performance, reliability, and scalability concerns for Web services have led to the introduction of cluster-based server architectures. Given such a server cluster, a request routing mechanism is needed to route the incoming request to the most appropriate server. Over the past few years, several approaches or mechanisms have been proposed to enable such a method of request routing. Examples include DNS aliasing, TCP connection routing (Layer-4 routing), and HTTP redirection (more information can be found in a comprehensive review [1] ). However, as both Web services and content become more and more sophisticated, such simple routing schemes are no longer sufficient. For example, the need to support diverse content types and quality demands imposes new requirements on the request routing mechanism.
As a result, the idea of content-aware routing (or socalled URL-aware routing, layer-7 routing)-distributing incoming requests based on its requested content-has drawn a large amount of attention recently, both in the academic [2] - [6] and commercial communities [7] - [14] . While several commercial products have been created by a number of companies and these are being used to serve content on many Web sites, there is little that has been published on the extent to which content-aware devices are being used and their relative performance in serving content.
This paper addresses these deficiencies by analyzing the effectiveness of content-aware switching from a medium-sized Web site. While most of published perfor- mance results are measured with artificial workload in the lab, this is the first performance study using extensive real traffic traces. We particularly seek to address this void by gathering use and performance data regarding two important research issues: TCP connection usage and URL lookup. The Web standards protocol [15] emphasizes use of persistent connections to convey several HTTP requests to the server on a single TCP connection. In addition, the browser usually uses parallel connection to speed up the download of a whole page. However, we found that the native design/implementation of the content-aware routing mechanism will likely pose performance problems for clients that use parallel persistent connections. We also propose a mechanism that can effectively support persistent connection in the server cluster with content-aware routing. The second issue is how to route the incoming requests based on user-configurable intelligence at very high speed. The content-aware Web switch needs to parse the HTTP request and extract the URL or possibly other fields of the HTTP Request, before deciding where to route the request. Therefore, we first study the statistics of HTTP requests from an extensive trace. We then devise an internal data structure termed URL table to hold the comprehensive content-related information in the routing mechanism, which can facilitate the implementation of the rather complex policy for the content-aware system. We also devise approach to perform a fast lookup that searches routing information in this table in order to make routing decisions. In addition, we propose a mechanism termed "URL Formalization" to further speedup the request routing decision.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 first provides background information on content-aware request routing and the related works. In Sect. 3, we first state the performance problems addressed in this paper in more detail. We then describe our approach to address the performance problem caused by persistent connection. Section 4 presents the idea and design of the URL table, and also describes how a higher performance of content-aware routing can be achieved by the URL formalization mechanism. We also present the performance data obtained from a real Web site. The result of performance evaluation on a prototype implementation shows that the proposed approaches can perform content-aware routing at very high speed. We then draw conclusions in Sect. 5.
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Background
This section first provides background information on the content-aware routing mechanisms and related work. We also describe the environment and methodology used in this paper for performance evaluation. In the following sections, we use the term FE (front end) or Web switch to refer to the entity that performs the request routing.
Content-Aware Routing
Content-aware routing refers to the capability of a network component, located in front of clients or servers farm, to intelligently route the incoming Web requests to back-end servers based on the content of a given request, e.g., URL in the HTTP request or other HTTP header information (cookie, or host field, etc). The major challenge in designing a content-aware switch is the connection-oriented semantics of TCP protocol [16] that is used by the Web service as the transport-level protocol. Whenever a client tries to issue a request to the Web server, it must first establish a TCP connection to the server. Therefore, the front-end Web switch has to finish a TCP connection establishment with the client in order to examine the subsequent HTTP request to perform content-aware routing. When the destination server has been selected, sending the HTTP request from the Web switch to the selected server becomes a challenging problem.
Numerous attempts have been made to address the above problem. The proposed approaches includes TCP connection handoff [3] , [13] , TCP connection binding [2] , and TCP splicing [4] , [5] . We briefly describe these mechanisms as follow.
TCP Connection Binding
We designed and implemented a mechanism [2] to effectively support content-aware routing (see Fig. 1 for explanation). The front-end node that executes the content-aware routing mechanism pre-forks a number of persistent connections to the back-end nodes, and then allocates system resources by dispatching client requests on these "trunks." When a client tries to retrieve specific content, the clientside browser first needs to create a TCP connection. The incoming TCP connection requests are acknowledged and handled by the front-end. We term this TCP connection a client-side connection. After that, the client sends packets conveying the HTTP request, the front-end looks into the HTTP header to decide how to route this request. When the front-end selects a server that is best suited to serve this request, it then chooses an already-open connection (we term it server-side connection) from the available connection list of the target server. The front-end then stores related information (e.g., TCP states) about the selected connection in an internal data structure termed "mapping table," binding the client-side connection to the server-side connection. After the connection binding is determined, the front-end handles the consequent packets by changing each packet's IP and TCP headers for seamlessly relaying the packet between the client-side connection and the server-side connection, so that the server can transparently receive and recognize these packets. The server response packets have to be directed to the front-end to perform the reverse packetmodification. However, we realized that such a design might render the front-end a performance bottleneck [2] . To effectively forward the response packets, we designed a loadable module that can be loaded into the kernel of the backend servers. The module inserts itself between the network interface (NIC) driver and the TCP/IP stack. There are two purposes for the loadable module. First, the front-end will send the binding information to it, and then the module can change the outgoing packets so that they can go directly to the client without going through the front-end (we term this a two-way mode). As a result, the processing burden of the front-end can be greatly reduced, since the amount of data sent from the server to the client is significantly larger than the amount of data sent from the client to the server. The second purpose of such a design is for preventing a singlepoint-of-failure problem [17] . We term this approach oneway TCP connection binding. In contrast, the previous approach is referred to as two-way TCP connection binding. Figure 2 depicts the mechanism of the TCP connection migration in detail. Similarly, a TCP connection is made be- tween the browser and the front-end by exchanging SYN and ACK packets. The TCP connection is held at the frontend until the content that the client actually wants comes through via the subsequent HTTP request. Based on the requested content, the front-end selects a suitable server to handle this request. After that, the front-end uses the TCP connection migration protocol [13] to transfer the established TCP connection to the selected back-end node. The authors in [3] also proposed a very similar approach called TCP handoff. TCP state migration is performed by the frontend via playing back the SYN packet received from the browser and stored by the front-end. The server responds with a SYN/ACK packet, which is directed and intercepted to the front-end and not sent to the client. The front-end then sends the stored ACK packet to the selected server, and the selected server is then connected directly to the browser, having the same TCP state as was established with the frontend.
TCP State Migration
The major advantage of this design is that the backend servers can also send the response directly to the client without going through the front-end. The front-end is not involved in the response data forwarding. In addition, data from the client (primarily TCP ACK packets) are forwarded by the front-end to the appropriate back-end server without the need of packet modification. However, this approach requires modifications to the TCP implementation of backend server's kernel. Figure 3 shows the mechanism of the TCP splicing in de- tail. After the front-end establishes the connection with the client, and the HTTP request is received, it is parsed to determine which back-end server should serve this request. After that, a second TCP connection is established between the front-end and the selected backend server, and the client request is passed to the backend server through this connection via rewriting the packet header. The response needs to be forwarded by the front-end from the backend server on the second connection and transferred through the first connection to the client. This tbhappens transparently to the client.
TCP Splicing
In contrast to TCP state migration, all response data must be forwarded by the front-end with a TCP splicing mechanism [4] , [5] . This may result in the front-end becoming a bottleneck, unless the front-end uses some sophisticated hardware support [5] . However, the principal advantages of the TCP-splicing approach is its simplicity and the ability to be deployed without requiring any modification of the operating system kernel of any back-end nodes.
Environment and Methodology
We now describe the system environment and methodology used in our study. We currently maintain an Internet server cluster supported by a research project sponsored by two companies and National Science Council. The server cluster consists of the following machines: four Pentium Pro machines (200 MHz CPU with 64 MB memory), ten Pentium-2 machines (300 MHz CPU with 128 MB memory), and sixteen Pentium-4 machines (1400 MHz CPU with 512 MB memory). Some of the back-end servers run Windows NT with IIS, and the others run Linux with Apache. The reason for such a software configuration is that we want to show that our mechanism could operate with any kind of operating system and server software. We currently use a Pentium-2 machine (500 MHz CPU with 256 MB memory) running Linux to execute the request routing mechanism and approaches proposed in this paper. We have been cooperating with some Web Hosting service providers in Taiwan. They mirror some real Web sites on our system. The content hosted in the cluster system consisted of 107 Web sites (with approximately 76000 unique files of which the total size is about 1462 MB).
For the purpose of performance analysis, we had collected the packet level traces (by tcpdump) of the web traffic to and from our server system for about three months, from October 2, 2001 to December 27, 2001 . The packet traces were passively collected by a dedicated 1400-MHz Pentium computer with 512 MB memory. We have implemented tools using methods discussed in [17] , [18] to reduce the size of trace and extract Web data (HTTP header of request and response) and TCP-session information. The packets trace consists of 312 million HTTP requests, accessing 67,374 unique URLs at the server.
Web Traffic And TCP Connection Connection Characterizations
As a network device and important building block of Web services, the Web switch needs to effectively handle unique characteristics of Web traffic. In this section, we first describe two important characterizations of Web traffic: short flow and persistent connection. We then describe the performance problem caused by the current Web switch if they ignore it ignores these two distinct characterizations. We then propose our solutions and performance data.
Problem Statement
Web traffic is typically dominated by short and bursty transfers [20] - [22] , which interact poorly with TCP that is better suited for the transport of large files. The persistent connection is proposed as a solution for several problems resulting from carrying Web traffics over TCP [23] . In our packets trace, 78.34% of the requests ask to use persistent connection; i.e., there is a tag "Connection: Keep-Alive" in the HTTP request. This means that persistent connections now have a significant influence on the web traffic. However, we found that persistent connections pose performance problems for clusters that use content-aware request distribution, while requests in a single connection may have to be assigned to different back-end nodes in order to satisfy the distribution policy. For example, as in the scenario illustrated in Fig. 4 , SRV1 and SRV 2 are two of the backend servers in a server cluster and FE is their front-end Web switch. Here, we assume that that the contents are partitioned among the back-end servers, in which SRV1 has the object A, B, E and SRV2 has object C, D. Suppose that a client sends a HTTP request for object A with a tag "Connection: Keep-Alive" that specifies "persistent connection" is to be used. As a result, a persistent connection is established to SRV1 while the FE forwards the request A to SRV1. After that, the client sends requests B, C, D, E on the same persistent connection, following the request-response style. The FE can forward the request B to SRV1 via the same server-side persistent connection. However, to route request C, the FE needs to create another TCP connection to SRV2 if it uses the TCP splicing mechanism. Otherwise, if it uses the TCP state migration protocol, the FE needs to handoff the server-side TCP connection to SRV2. Both approaches require a certain amount of processing burden. For TCP splicing, the FE generally needs to terminate the previous connection with SRV1-otherwise the idle unused connection will cause resource consumption. This typically includes allocated port number, system resources such as buffer, PCB data structure. More importantly, a HTTP server process may be tied up with this persistent connection even though the request has been served. However, even if the FE terminates the unused connection immediately, the backend servers may reserve associated resources for a while because the TCP specification requires that the host remember the information of closed connections for a while (i.e. in TIME WAIT state) [24] . This will result in an accumulation of connections in this "TIME WAIT" state at the server, which can severely reduce its performance and throughput [25] .
In addition, both the connection termination and connection migration will sacrifice the benefit of persistent connections, since they cannot fully utilize the available network bandwidth for the first round-trips of the newly connection. This is because current TCP implementations use the slow-start mechanism [24] to probe the network and adapt its congestion control parameters to the characteristics of the network. All the mentioned-above problems happen again on routing the request C. In TCP state migration, the previous TCP connection needs to be migrated again to SRV1, causing the multiple-handoff problem. The TCP splicing mechanism needs to create another connection to SRV1. The mentioned-above problems happen frequently because the majority of Web flows are short [20] - [22] .
Chase [26] also noticed that many content-aware routing schemes in use today are incompatible with persistent connections. However, he did not provide any solution to this problem. The previous research on the TCP splicing [4] , [5] did not notice the performance problems caused by persistent connections. Aron et al. [27] noticed this problem in the context of their locality-aware request distribution policy. They proposed an approach termed back-end forwarding to address this problem. In back-end forwarding, the FE can route the request C to SRV1 with extra information that this request would best be served by SRV2. Then, the SRV1 will request the content from SRV2 and then forward the response to the client. The disadvantages of this approach are the increased user-perceived latency and the risk of rendering the back-end network a potential bottleneck.
Many Web switches now on the market support persistent connections by routing all requests on each connection to the server selected to handle the first request arriving on the connection. However, this will sacrifice the benefits of content-aware routing (e.g., route requests to improve server cache performance). Some commercial products (e.g., Nortel Alteon Switch [12] , Foundry ServerIron [10] , and Radware WSD [11] ) degrade persistent connections to non-persistent connections to avoid the problems. These web switches will search the "Connection: KeepAlive" tag in each HTTP header, and then change it to "Connection:close." Consequently, the backend server will actively close the connection after serving this request. However, this approach will pose performance problems on the Web switch because it needs to re-calculate the checksum of the TCP and IP header. Some products such as Cisco CSS [8] use HTTP redirection in order to be compatible with persistent connections. For the example in Fig. 4 , when the web switch discovers that the request C cannot be served by SRV1, it will send an RST packet to the SRV1 to close the connection. Then it responds to an HTTP packet with a response code URL Redirection (code 302) and the address of the SRV2, asking the client to create a new connection and resubmit its request to that server. The main disadvantage of this approach is that a request may require two or more connections for getting the desired service, which will increase the response time and network traffic. In addition, these approaches cannot take advantage of the benefits of persistent connections.
Our Solution
The basic idea of our solution is to make the server-side connections long-lived, and dynamically bind the client-side connection to a suitable server-side connection for routing the HTTP request to the selected server node. Our approach keeps the benefits of persistent connections by treating the server-side connections as long-lived "virtual circuits." When a HTTP transaction is completed, the serverside connection is left open and reused for subsequent requests. The job of the Web switch is to maintain these connections and relay the user requests to the backend server via these virtual circuits.
However, we cannot arbitrarily select an idle serverside connection to bind with a given client-side connection. Our connection-reuse approach selects the server-side connection with the TCP state information that is best matched to the network state (e.g., estimated available bandwidth, RTT) of the client-side connection. The rationale behind such a design is to make the server-side connections to be shared by a bundle of "similar" connection by reusing previously observed TCP state information. Braden [28] , [29] proposed the idea that TCB (TCP Control Block) states observed by a previous connection instance can be cached and used to avoid inefficiencies when opening a similar new connection. The possible TCP states include maximum segment size (MSS), smoothed RTT, RTT variance, and congestion avoidance threshold. The rationale behind this technique is to utilize the temporal locality of TCP connections. Touch [30] further extended the idea of TCB caching by suggesting that TCB state can be aggregated and shared across similar concurrent connections. Balakrishnan et al. [31] implemented this technique and showed that it can improve the behavior of a connection bundle and improve slow-start for repeated, similar connections. Similar to [30] , Fast start [32] reuses the congestion window size (cwnd), the slow start threshold (ssthesh), the smoothed roundtrip time (srtt) and its variance (rttvar). These have proven that the idea of taking advantage of temporal locality can lead to significant performance gain for Web traffic. Our approach further extends these ideas to take advantage of network locality. To achieve this, we redesign the mapping table that is manipulated by our web switch to associate each client-side TCP session with the selected target server. After receiving the SYN packet, the web switch first creates an entry in the mapping table for this connection. The structure of the mapping table is illustrated in the appendix. First, an entry is created in a hash table, i.e. the host table depicted in the figure of appendix, using the source IP address as the search key. That is, each entry in the host table represents a host that is communicating with the server to access services. The web switch also allocates a port table to each client host when the entry of host table is created. Since the port table is indexed by the source port number of client's packet, each entry in the port table represents a current TCP connection connected to the server. The web switch can record the TCP's state information used by the client in the entry of port table.
Generally, once a client starts to access a Web server, a burst of subsequent connections will be issued from the same client. For example, if a client has retrieved an HTML file, it may generate requests for all the inlined images and send them along several TCP connections in parallel. The special design of our mapping table is intended to aggregate consecutive and concurrent connections from the same client host to be a management entity. The size of the port table allocated to each client will depend on whether the client endpoints are personal computers, shared workstations, or proxy servers. Such a classification is based on the number of concurrent TCP connections. The single host such as personal computer generally has few concurrent connec-tions connected to a site. However, if the client endpoint is a shared workstation or even proxy server, there will be a huge number of concurrent TCP connections. Consequently, the allocation of the port table is always started from a small table. A larger table will be allocated if the concurrent TCP connections form an endpoint is beyond a certain threshold.
With the special design of our mapping table, we also can aggregate the connections from the same network. As a result, the long-lived server-side connections can be shared by these aggregated connections. Here, we use a simple heuristic that assumes that IP addresses sharing the most significant 24 bits belong to the same network. We will demonstrate the performance gain of our design. Another advantage of our approach is that it does not need to modify the TCP stack of end host, as compared with the previous approaches.
Performance Analysis
We first evaluate the performance benefits of our mechanisms that support persistent connection in the server cluster with content-aware routing, from the viewpoint of user perceived latency. We placed a client running a modified WebStone benchmark on a remote location to retrieve a Web page (with 21 embedded images) stored at our server cluster over the WAN. The average latency of downloading the whole page is 2.8 seconds. We also extracted each user sessions from the packet-level trace, and implemented a special benchmark that can replay these user sessions. We then replayed the packets of the above user sessions on another server cluster that have the same configuration but with other content-aware routing mechanisms. The authors in [6] have proven that TCP state-migration performs better than TCP splicing and two-way TCP connection binding. As a result, we did not compare the two approaches.
The average latency of downloading the whole page in the system with one-way TCP connection binding is 6.2 seconds. The average latency of downloading the whole page in the system with TCP handoff mechanism is 6.5 seconds. We can find that the two approaches have similar performance result, because the one-way TCP connection binding only reuses an established TCP connection but not TCP connection state. As a result, the only difference is that the one-way TCP connection binding does not need to create a new TCP connection, so it can omit step 4 to step 6 in Fig. 2 . Because the Web switch and backend servers usually locate on the same LAN, such a difference is insignificant when compared with the latency over wide-area networks.
Based on the above performance results, we can clearly see the performance benefits of our proposed mechanism. Such a performance gain was consistent when we performed the same test several times. Figure 5 further demonstrates the network dynamic of one of these tests. Here, we omit the result of one-way TCP connection binding because it has a similar network dynamic (and TCP connection usage) to TCP handoff.
The gain in performance is because our design can ef- fectively reuse the server-side connections, thereby avoiding the slow-start restart problem and reducing the server overhead. Thus, an important issue to study is the effectiveness of reusing server-side connections. Figure 6 shows the distributions of the number of the request/response exchanged per persistent connection in TCP handoff approach and in our solution. The performance data in our solution was acquired from the online-monitoring. We then replayed the packets trace to measure the performance data of the TCP handoff approach. The data clearly shows that our solution enables the server-side connection to be effectively re-used to transport many HTTP transactions (we term one request/response an HTTP transaction), by using temporal locality and network locality of Web traffic. Instead, in TCP handoff, most persistent connections are only used for 3-4 HTTP transactions and only 10% carry more than ten.
We further instrumented the Linux kernel of the backend servers. We measured the utilization of network resource on the back-end server node on a busy period (for one hour) of our Web site. We then replayed the packet trace on the baseline system again. The comparison result is presented in Table 1 . We can clearly see that our approach can increase the throughput and reduce the system overhead. This performance gain is because our approach can effectively reuse a smaller number of persistent server-side connections to convey the clients' requests, keeping each backend server to handle fewer connections and operate more efficiently (by decreasing connections in TIME WAIT state).
Content-Aware Intelligence
The content-aware routing mechanism can offer many potential benefits [1] , such as sophisticated load balancing, QoS support, guaranteed session integrity, flexibility in content deployment, etc. While these features are promising, enterprises or service providers still need to determine how to apply all of these capabilities in their server farm. That is, to totally realize the advantages of content-aware routing, some kind of content-aware intelligence should be able to be configured into these mechanisms to enable intelligent request routing or to meet some system policy. In addition, it should be able to classify and route the incoming requests based on the stored content-related knowledge at high speed. However, the existing research works pay very little attention to this issue. Most of already published literatures in this area focus on the design and implementation challenges posed by the mechanism itself. In contrast, how to parse the incoming request to retrieve the content-related information, how to perform request routing based on this information, and what kind of data structure to be used for storing the content-related intelligence are unclear. Generally, the content-aware routing mechanism routes the incoming HTTP request based on URL of the HTTP header of each request. The entire HTTP header is composed of variable-length strings. Therefore, performing content-based routing implies that some kind of string search and matching algorithm is required. It is well known that such operations are time consuming, which depends on the length of HTTP headers. From the packets trace, we measured and acquired the characteristics of HTTP headers in the collected requests. The results are presented in Fig. 7 . The results show that the HTTP headers are considerably long. As a result, parsing the URL to perform request routing will be a considerable burden. Our experience on implementing a content-aware router also has confirmed that the system performance would be severely degraded if we implemented some string parsing functions in the contentaware router. In this section, we first discuss what kind of information should be configured into the content-aware routing mechanism to benefit the server farm. Then we propose the addition of an internal data structure termed URL table into the content-aware routing mechanisms to store the configured information. We describe how to search related information in such a data structure to perform request routing. Finally, we describe a URL formalization technique to further speedup the lookup performance.
In our current implementation, our routing mechanism mainly performs request distribution based on the embedded URL and host field in each HTTP request.
The URL is defined to identify a resource of a specified server on the Internet.
For example, a URL "http://www.music.com/music/jazz/" identifies that the content in the directory "/music/jazz/" on host "www.music.com" can be accessed via HTTP protocol. A client wishing to retrieve such resource should create a TCP connection to the server and send an HTTP request including a request line in its header:
Get /music/jazz/ HTTP 1.1 followed by the remainder of the request. The Host name of the URL will be transmitted in a Host header field of the entity-header field, followed by the request line. To enable an intelligent content-aware routing, some content-related knowledge or system policy should be able to be configured into the routing mechanism, so that it can know the nature and properties of the URL in each request and how to route this request. Consequently, the first question is what kind of content-related knowledge is needed to be stored in the request routing mechanism. In our current implementation, we can configure the following information into the routing mechanism:
• Type: This information is used to indicate the type of the content that the URL points to. In a current Web site, the content type can be as varied as static Web pages, dynamic content generated by CGI scripts, or transaction-based services, etc. The type information can be used to enable a more sophisticated load balancing policy (e.g., [33] , [34] ). In contrast, the load-balancing capability provided in many commercial server switches is limited because they do not consider the service type of each request. In addition, such information also can be used to perform request differentiation.
• Size: For static content, this information indicates the file size of the content; for dynamic content, this information indicates the processing time of generating the content. Such information can be used in some sophisticated load-balancing algorithm (e.g., [35] , [36] that takes the request size into consideration, or [37] ).
• Priority: This information is used to indicate the priority of the requested content. As the Web has become an important business service delivery infrastructure, the cries for providing service differentiation or QoS support on Web system have recently become more strident. Consequently, fast lookup for identifying the priority of each incoming request is essential in mechanisms that provide QoS support or service differentiation (e.g., [38] , [39] ). Using such information, the system manager can create policies for prioritizing traffic from different contents, users, and applications.
• Location: This information is used to indicate which nodes possess the content. Such information is necessary when the content is partitioned across the nodes or when some nodes are specialized to perform certain operations (e.g., transaction processing, or image manipulation). It can also allow the distribution of selected content, as opposed to the inefficient replicating of all content among traditional server farms. The system manager can configure the location information to enable only hot content to be replicated for scalability or critical content to be replicated for redundancy. The content-aware routing mechanism can ensure that each request can be routed to the right nodes based on the location information.
Design of the URL Table
The question that we must consider next is how to store the above-mentioned information to enable intelligent routing. Accordingly, we propose to add an internal data structure termed URL table into the request routing mechanism for the organization of the content-related knowledge that can be quickly searched. The idea of the URL table is very similar to the idea of the routing table in the IP router. The IP router maps destination address to next hops according to the routing information in the routing table. When an IP router receives a packet, it must search for which prefix in its routing table has the longest match when compared to the destination address in the packet. Similarly, when a packet conveying an HTTP request arrives, the request routing mechanism looks it up in the URL table for searching content-related information that best matches the URL in the HTTP header, and the best-suited destination server is chosen based on some routing decision algorithm. We argue that the URL table should model the hierarchical structure of the content of a Web site. Such an argument is based on an observation that people generally organize content using a directory-based hierarchical structure, so that the files in the same directory usually possess the same properties. For example, the files underneath the /CGIbin/ directory generally are CGI scripts for generating dynamic content. Conceptually, the URL table is a multi-level tree, in which each level corresponds to a level in the content tree and each node represents a file or directory. Each leaf in the tree structure represents a URL. Basically, each item (file or directory) of content in the Web site should have a record corresponding to it in the URL table. However, to reduce the search time and the size of the table, our URL table supports an aggregation mechanism, which can group a set of items that own the same properties (i.e. have the identical routing information) into a single entry. For example, if all items underneath the sub-directory "/html/" are all hosted in the same nodes and have the same content type, only the entry "/html/" exists in the URL table. If the request routing mechanism intends to search the URL table to retrieve information pertaining to a URL "/html/misc.html," it can get the routing information from the node "/html" in the table by only a one level search.
With the above design, the next question is how to implement the URL table so that it can facilitate a fast lookup. Because each node in the URL table is a variable-length alphabet string, the most common solution to implement such a data structure is using a trie-like [40] data structure that is generally used for storing strings. The basic idea of trie is that each string is represented by a leaf in a tree structure, and the value of the string corresponds to the path from the root of the tree to the leaf. However, basic trielike data structures have large storage requirements and require multiple (depending on the string length) costly memory accesses. In our previous experience on implementing a content-aware router, the system performance would be severely degraded if we implemented such a string searching function in the content-aware router. As a result, we implemented the URL table in the following way.
First, we use a hash function to convert each variablelength string into fixed-length binary string. The idea of our hash function is from [41] which is specifically tailored for variable-length text string. Then, we store each binary string in a LC-trie [42] , [43] , which is a level-compressed version of trie that can enable an efficient lookup. When a packet conveying HTTP header arrives, the content-aware routing mechanism retrieves the URL in the HTTP header, and using the same hash function to convert the URL into the fixed-length binary string. For example, a URL /entertainment/music/JAZZ/ will be converted to a string composed of 6e70, 4a7f and a7b3 (here, we use hex for convenient expression). Then, the routing mechanism searches an entry in the URL table that has the longest match when compared to the binary string.
Performance Speedup
In the prototype implementation, we found that the above mechanism suffers from the overhead of retrieving variable-length string and name conversion. As a result, parsing the header to retrieve the necessary information for contentaware routing becomes a considerable burden. Accordingly, we devised a novel mechanism termed URL Formalization to further speedup the lookup in the URL table.
Our solution to this problem is to make every directory and file of the Web content have a formalized expression. In our system, all Web objects originally reside on a reliable "home server," which is also the place where the administrator manages the content or where the authors create them. The document stored on the home server also serves as a permanent copy for consistency and robustness. Before these web objects are placed onto the server system, a program will use the same hash function described above to convert the original name of every directory and file into a fixed length and formatted name. Then, another program will parse the HTML files and script files that generate dynamic content, and then modify the embedded hyperlinks to conform the new name. For example, if an embedded link points to the URL in Sect. 4.2, the link should be converted to "http://www.music.com/!!/4a7f/a7b3/," where the name "music" and "jazz" are converted to a formalized name 4a7f and a7b3 respectively, and the "!!" is a preamble. The preamble is a "magic number," which is designed to indicate that the following path name is a formalized URL. This also implies that the name of the first level directory is the name of the preamble, and all the hosted content should be placed under this directory. The design of the preamble number is important, because we should enable the routing mechanism to determine whether the URL of a request is in normal form or formalized form.
The operations of parsing and reconstructing the HTML files and scripts file are pre-computed offline. Thus, these operations will not impose any performance penalty on regular operations of the server system and the request routing mechanism. Finally, the content is placed to the server nodes in the converted name. But, they also have the original name as an aliasing name. We have implemented a management system that can provide facilities to mask the complexity of URL rewriting and content placement [44] . In the URL formalization scheme, the request line of the HTTP header in the above example will be:
The major advantage of such a design is to convert userfriendly names to routing-friendly names. In other words, the fixed-length and formalized names are easier for a request routing mechanism to process. We even can implement the routing function in hardware for performance boosting. Combined with the well-designed URL table, the distributor can quickly retrieve related information from URL to make routing decisions.
The design of the URL formalization is based on the following observations. Generally, the reason for using a variable-length alphabet string to name a file or directory is just because it is mnemonic, thereby making it easier for humans to remember. However, in most cases an HTTP request is issued when the browser follows a link: either explicitly, when the user clicks on an anchor, or implicitly, via an embedded image or object. That is, most URLs are invisible to the users, who do not care about what name it has. Several studies can support this claim. The study [45] to characterize WWW client behavior shows that only 2% of all requested URLs were typed in by users via the "Open URL" dialog box, and the majority of requests were issued by navigational features such as hyperlink following (52%) and use of the "Back" button (41%). A similar result was also presented in [46] . Consequently, we can convert the original name to a formalized form in the manner of user transparency. A similar idea to URL-rewriting had also been used for the purpose of content redistribution [47] and load distribution [48] .
However, in the relatively infrequent case where users occasionally load Web pages by typing a URL directly, and in circumstances where some dynamic content cannot be rewritten for URL formalization, the browser will issue HTTP requests with a regular URL. That is why the magic number as a preamble is necessary, so that the routing mechanism can distinguish the regular URL from the formalized URL. In case of request with a regular URL, the routing mechanism uses the approach described in Sect. 4.2 to perform a lookup. Please note that we recognize that we can guarantee that not all HTTP requests can be filled with the formalized URL. That is why every file and directory placed in the backend server must have the original name as an alias. Such a design can guarantee that every HTTP request can correctly access the right content no matter whether the embedded URL is in formalized form or regular form. Our experience shows that our formalization scheme could cover most HTTP requests, therefore greatly reducing the overhead of the front-end routing mechanism.
The URL formalization approach is particularly useful in the shared Web hosting environment. Because all Web sites in the shared hosting environment are publicized by the same IP address to the external world, the host field is required to identify which Web site the requests are for. This implies that the routing mechanism needs to look deeper in the HTTP header (not just the request line) to find the host field. Figure 8 reports the statistics of the location (i.e. the offset from the beginning of the HTTP header) of "host field" from our packets trace. These data show that searching the host field will be a considerable burden because the Web switch has to search for the string that can be anywhere within the hundred bytes of packet payload. It is worthwhile to note that 1.37% of HTTP requests have their host field located beyond 1460 bytes. This means that the Web switch needs to reassemble two TCP segments to retrieve the host field. To solve this problem, we can move the host name to the front of the formalized URL. For example, if an embedded link points to the URL "http://www.music.com/music/jazz/," the link should be converted to "/!!/a967/4a7f/a7b3/." The name "www.music.com," "music," and "jazz" are converted to a formalized name a967, 4a7f, and a7b3 respectively. As a result, the routing mechanism can quickly identify that a request is looking for content of which specific web site.
Performance of URL Lookup
As we described above, the content hosted in our cluster system consisted of 107 Web sites (with approximately 76000 unique files of which the total size is about 1462 MB). In such scale, the memory consumed by the URL table is about 540 kbytes. We then replayed the packet trace to evaluate the processing time of our proposed approaches. Here, we define the processing time as the time of URL parsing plus the time of lookup in URL table.
We first measured the processing time of the approach described in Sect. 4.2-this approach will be referred to as basic mode hereafter. In the basic mode, the content-aware router converts the URL by a hash function, and then performs a lookup in the URL table by longest matching. Figure 9 gives the cumulative distribution function (CDF) for measured result of processing time. We can see that 80% of lookups in URL table for request routing can be completed in 8 µsec, and 100% of lookups can be completed in 12 µsec. The result shows that our basic mechanism can perform at least 83000 URL lookups per second. Because we designed the URL table as a multiple level tree and used longest matching, how many search levels a lookup requires becomes an important performance factor. After testing, we found that over 86% of lookups can be completed by two level searches, and almost 100% lookups can be completed by three level searches. While we further investigated the characteristics of the URL in HTTP requests, the packet trace shown that over 50% of URLs are larger than three levels (see Fig. 10 ). Here, we can clearly see the benefit of aggregation in URL table and longest matching. We then measured the processing time of the URL formalization approach. The processing time was consistently between 0.8-1.8 µsec. Here, we can see that the URL formalization indeed improves the performance. As we described in sect. 4.3, The URL formalization approach is particularly useful in the case that the host field is required to identify which Web site the requests are for. Therefore, we conducted another measurement to gauge the processing time of lookup in case of taking the host field into consideration. We use a variant [49] of Boyer-Moore string matching algorithm in the basic mode to search the host field. The performance result is given in Fig. 11 . In contrast, the processing time using URL formalization was consistently between 1-2.5 µsec. The reason for the higher performance is because of the clever design of URL formalization and its associated data structure. In particular, the request routing mechanism can quickly identify that the incoming request is for which Web site, rather than parse the entire HTTP header to find out the host field. Galil [49] showed that the Boyer-Moore string matching algorithm performs O(n) comparisons, where n is the length of the text. In contrast, our approach provide O(1) performance. Combined with the well-designed URL table, our content-aware routing mechanism can quickly retrieve comprehensive information to make routing decision.
We cannot compare our approach with the other systems, because they do not release how they perform URL parsing in literatures. To the best of our knowledge, our paper is the first trial to deal with this issue. However, some vendors have found that the URL paring is necessary, but very expensive. Our approach provides the first solution to this problem.
Conclusion
It seems clear that the future network devices will need to handle at least some traffic based on application layer information. Content-aware routing is the most important application in such a trend. Unfortunately, the network dynamic and performance of the idea of content-aware routing have never been well studied. This paper provides performance data dedicated to this issue. We particularly indicated two important performance problems: one problem caused by persistent connection and the other problem of URL lookup. We showed that the persistent connection defined in Web standard is problematic with the naive contentaware routing mechanism. High performance content-aware routing also requires a mechanism for very efficient URL parsing and lookup. In addition, comprehensive contentrelated knowledge and system policies should be able to be embedded into the routing mechanism. In this paper, we also provide solutions to address these issues. In Sect. 4, we have shown that much useful content-related information can be embedded into the routing mechanism, which can greatly enhance the capability of the content-aware routing mechanism. While the usefulness of most existing Web server-clustering schemes were constrained by a lack of content-aware intelligence, our mechanism will dramatically increase the usefulness of the Web-server clustering technique. The implemented mechanisms have proven that our approaches can route requests based on the comprehensive information at very high speed.
